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ABSTRACT

Voice activity detection (VAD) is essential for automatic speech
recognition (ASR) in noisy environments. Deep neural network
(DNN)-based VAD is more powerful than previous types. In the
fields of ASR and speech enhancement, to improve the performance
of DNNs, in addition to spectral features, auxiliary features are used
because these features are effective for adapting DNNs to a target
environment. To improve the performance of DNN-based VAD
further, this paper proposes two types of auxiliary feature based
on auxiliary speech models. The first is activation of non-negative
matrix factorization and the second is acoustic score of ASR acous-
tic models. These features give auxiliary information to DNNs in
the same way as ASR and speech enhancement do. Experimental
results for noisy VAD tasks demonstrated that DNN-based methods
outperformed one of the most effective conventional methods and
that both auxiliary features improved performance, with the second
feature being better than the first one.

Index Terms— DNN-based voice activity detection, non-
negative matrix factorization, speech recognition, auxiliary features

1. INTRODUCTION

Speech interfaces, such as voice control with distant microphones or
automatic speech recognition (ASR) without push-to-talk switches,
have become popular. The increase in opportunity of using such in-
terfaces in real environments renders voice activity detection (VAD),
especially in highly noisy environments, more important. Conven-
tionally, power-based methods [1] were widely used under the as-
sumption that speech power is greater than noise power. To improve
VAD performance in highly noisy environments that cannot assume
the above, the likelihood ratio test [2, 3] has become more main-
stream. This models spectral characteristics at each frequency bin
as Gaussian distributions. Model parameters are calculated from the
observed noise without any prior training. Compared with power-
based methods that use one-dimensional features, detailed models
using multi-dimensional features are robust to noise and can capture
spectral patterns, such as harmonic speech structures.

On the other hand, prior training of models improves perfor-
mance. [4] shows the effectiveness of the use of clean speech mod-
els. At the testing time, noisy speech models are composed of a
trained clean speech model and a noise model, which is constructed
from the observed noise.

After [5] had shown the effectiveness of deep neural networks
(DNNs) on ASR tasks, [6, 7] showed its effectiveness on VAD tasks.
DNNs use spectrum-derived multi-dimensional features and their
model parameters are trained on the noisy speech training data.
DNN-based methods have two advantages against conventional
methods: flexible models that represent various speech and noise

patterns and dimensional compression with non-linear functions
although conventional models that can deal with multi-dimensional
features use dimensional compression with linear models.

In the case of ASR model adaptation [8, 9], auxiliary features
that represent speaker or environmental characteristics, such as i-
vectors [10], improve ASR performance. DNN-based speech syn-
thesis also uses auxiliary features, such as speaker codes [11], to
change speaker characteristics. These studies show that auxiliary
features can adapt DNNs to a target condition.

In addition, in the case of DNN-based speech enhancement (SE),
auxiliary features, such as phoneme information obtained from ASR
results, can improve SE performance [12, 13]. Phoneme information
is helpful because the extent of SE can be changed depending on the
phoneme properties. That is, SE carefully deals with phonemes that
tend to be mixed with noise and it quickly deals with phonemes that
are hardly mixed with noise.

VAD is a problem of discrimination between speech and noise,
but solving this problem directly is hard because speech has large
varieties. Auxiliary features that limit speech patterns reduce speech
diversity. From a different perspective, DNNs adapt to a pre-
estimated phoneme at each frame. As well as SE, VAD carefully
deals with phonemes that tend to be mixed with noise, such as con-
sonants especially fricatives, and quickly deals with phonemes that
are less mixed with noise, such as vowels.

This paper discusses the improvement in the performance of
DNN-based VAD by using auxiliary features output from two types
of auxiliary speech model: non-negative factorization (NMF) mod-
els [14, 15] and ASR acoustic models. An auxiliary feature from
the former model is NMF activation and one from the latter model is
acoustic score of acoustic models.

Experiments on the data of in-car environments [16] show the
effectiveness of our proposed method. There are three objectives for
this experiment. The first one is to clarify how DNN-based VAD is
better than conventional methods because there are few comparisons
of them. The second one, which is the main objective, is to validate
the effectiveness of the auxiliary features; and the third one is to
show the improvement of ASR due to the improvement of VAD.

Section 2 overviews a likelihood ratio test method, which was
one of the state-of-the-art methods before DNN-based VAD was pro-
posed. Section 3 describes conventional DNN-based VAD, which is
the baseline of our proposed method. Section 4 proposes two types
of auxiliary feature. Section 5 describes a VAD experiment under
noisy environments.

2. LIKELIHOOD RATIO TEST

This section overviews an effective conventional method that has
been widely used. Sohn’s method models spectral characteris-
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tics across frequency bins f to detect speech [2]. Short-time
Fourier transform (STFT) coefficients of the observed sounds
at frame t, X ∈ CF×T , are used as an input feature vector
Xt = {Xf=1,...,F } ∈ CF . When the speech and noise STFT
coefficients are St = {Sf=1,...,F } and Nt = {Nf=1,...,F }, respec-
tively, the observed features are Xt = Nt in non-speech frame LN

and Xt = Nt + St in speech frame LS . Here, in LN and LS , the
probability density functions of the respective Xt are assumed to be
independent Gaussian distributions across frequency bins defined as

p(Xt|LN ) =

F∏
f=1

1

πλN
f

e
−

|Xf |2

λN
f ,

p(Xt|LS) =

F∏
f=1

1

π[λN
f + λS

f ]
e
−

|Xf |2

[λN
f

+λS
f

]
,

(1)

where λN
f and λS

f are the variances of Nf and Sf , respectively. At
the f th dimension, the likelihood ratio of speech and non-speech,
Λf , is described as

Λf (Xf ) =
p(Xf |LS)

p(Xf |LN )
=

1

1 + ξf
e

γf ξf
1+ξf , (2)

where ξf and γf are the prior and posterior signal-to-noise ratios:

ξf = λS
f /λ

N
f , γf = |Xf |2/λN

f . (3)

If the geometric mean of the log likelihood of Λ is greater than the
threshold η, the state at time t is LS ; otherwise, LN .

log Λ(Xt) =
1

F

F∑
f=1

log (Λf (Xf ))
LS

≷
LN

η. (4)

The noise variance λN
f is calculated from the observed noise, and

the speech variance λS
f can be estimated according to the maximum

likelihood criterion. Finally, the discriminant of speech and noise
can be obtained as

log Λ(Xt) =
1

F

F∑
f=1

(γf − log γf − 1)
LS

≷
LN

η. (5)

The outputs, log Λ, are smoothed by a hidden Markov model
(HMM) hangover.

3. DNN-BASED METHOD

After the effectiveness of DNNs for ASR tasks had been proven [5],
the effectiveness for VAD was confirmed [6, 7]. [6] uses a simple
DNN structure. Acoustic features, which are derived from X , X ′ ∈
RF ′×T , are input into the network. The output values from two
output nodes are y = [y1, . . . ,yt, . . . ,yT ] ∈ R2×T where yt is
[yt(0); yt(1)]. yt(0) is the output of a speech node at time t and
yt(1) is the output of a non-speech node. y is obtained after DNN
operation F is applied to X ′ as

y = F(X ′). (6)

During training, a DNN is trained to output a unity from the respec-
tive node corresponding to states LN and LS of the training data.
During testing, the posterior probability of speech can be calculated
from the softmax of their outputs. If the softmax of two nodes’
outputs, S, exceeds 0.5, the corresponding frame is determined as
speech; otherwise noise.

S(yt) = S(F(X ′
t)) =

eyt(0)

eyt(0) + eyt(1)

LS

≷
LN

0.5. (7)
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Fig. 1. Proposed DNN-based voice activity detection (VAD) system
using auxiliary speech models.

4. AUXILIARY FEATURES OUTPUT FROM
AUXILIARY SPEECH MODELS

[12, 13] improved the performance of DNN-based SE by using aux-
iliary features in addition to the spectral features. Similarly, [8]
improved ASR performance by using auxiliary features that repre-
sented the speaker characteristics for DNN-based acoustic models.
These methods use auxiliary features to adapt DNNs to various tar-
get environments. These can be also effective for VAD tasks.

VAD is a problem of discrimination between speech and noise,
but it is had to solve this problem directly due to various speech pat-
terns. If auxiliary features limit speech patterns, speech diversity
can be reduced. For example, the features that represent phonemes
simplify the discrimination between speech and noise into discrimi-
nation between a pre-estimated phoneme and noise. These simplifi-
cations can improve VAD performance. Fig. 1 shows the overview
of the proposed system. We propose two types of auxiliary feature:
NMF activation and acoustic model score.

4.1. NMF activation

NMF [14, 15] factorizes an element-wise square of an observation
matrix X as

|X|2 ≃ HU = HsUs +HnUn, (8)

where H ∈ RF×K
≥0 is a basis matrix composed of K bases and

U ∈ RK×T
≥0 is an activation matrix that indicates an activation of the

kth basis at frame t, Uk,t. When bases are composed of speech bases
Hs and noise bases Hn, their activations (Us and Un) correspond
to speech and noise bases, respectively. To separate noisy speech
into speech and noise, initial values of speech bases are picked up
from clean speech [17, 18]. Here, we use either speech activation,
Us, or speech and noise activation, U = [Us;Un]. NMF activa-
tion represents speech characteristics of an utterance well when the
H bases are appropriately selected for the target speech. Actually,
[19] proposed using speech activations combined with conditional
random fields in order to detect speech. This paper defines Us and
U for an auxiliary feature as

y = F([X ′;U ]) or y = F([X ′;Us]). (9)

4.2. Acoustic score from ASR acoustic models

Precedent studies [12, 13] showed that a feedback of ASR results,
such as one-hot vector of phonemes, to SE is effective. Here, we
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propose to use acoustic scores of each phoneme computed by ASR
acoustic models as auxiliary features of VAD. Acoustic features X ′′

are input into acoustic models and the output is the acoustic scores
of each phoneme, s, via transformation G, which can be Gaussian
mixture models (GMMs) or DNN acoustic models. At that time,
acoustic models with a small number of parameters are used because
the computational load of VAD should be much smaller than that of
ASR. Acoustic scores s are obtained as

s = G(X ′′), (10)

and output is obtained as

y = F
([
X ′′; s

])
. (11)

5. EXPERIMENTS

5.1. Experimental setups

We validated the effectiveness of our proposed method on the
CENSREC-2 [16] dataset, which was recorded in real in-car envi-
ronments1. There were three levels of driving speed (idling (i a),
low-speed (city) driving (c a), and high-speed (highway) driving
(e a)). At each driving speed, the number of speakers were 58 in
the training set and 15 in the evaluation set2. In CENSREC-2, each
speech file includes one continuous utterance. For VAD experi-
ments, we concatenated these utterances for each speaker in one file.
The duration of each file was about one minute. At each driving
speed, there were four types of in-car environment: regular driving,
with the air conditioner switched on, with car audio on, and with
window open. These different conditions were all mixed at almost
the same portion, so that, in total, there were twelve environments.
The results were summarized for each driving speed. Utterances
were composed of eleven continuous digits (1–9, 0 (oh), and Z
(zero)). CENSREC-2 did not include time labels for the speech or
non-speech, thus, time labels were obtained from the ASR results
of speech that were recorded by close-talking microphones. ASR
acoustic models were trained in the matched condition (“Condition
3”) by using attached scripts. Labeling of speech and non-speech
with 10ms shifts was done using the time alignments of the ASR
results with these models.

Table 1 shows the setup of the experiments. The acoustic fea-
tures of the DNNs both for VAD and acoustic score calculation were

Table 1. Setup for VAD system.
Sampling frequency 16 kHz
Window length / shift 25 ms / 10 ms
Features 0–22th FBANK
Splice 9 frames
# NMF bases 50
# DNN output nodes 2
# DNN nodes per layer 1,000 nodes
DNN layer size 3 layers

1Dataset “CENSREC-1C” [20] was prepared for the VAD experiments
but we constructed an original dataset from “CENSREC-2” because the sam-
pling frequency of “CENSREC-1C” was 8kHz, which is unrealistic today.
The utterances of “CENSREC-2” were the same as those in “CENSREC-
1C”.

2Training and evaluation sets were newly constructed by dividing the
training set of CENSREC-2 because it was difficult to make labels for
the original evaluation set of CENSREC-2, which did not include speech
recorded by close-talking microphones.
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Fig. 2. Waveforms recorded by close-talking and distant micro-
phones in the case of highway driving.

0–22 dimensional filterbank (FBANK) features with context expan-
sion before and after four frames. One DNN was trained using all
of the training utterances. The acoustic score calculation of GMM
and ASR used 0–12 dimensional mel-frequency cepstral coefficients
(MFCCs) with delta features. Two NMF activation patters were
used; speech activation Us and speech and noise activation U . The
threshold η of Sohn’s method, which achieved the highest VAD per-
formance on average, was common across all experimental condi-
tions.

Fig. 2 compares the speech recorded by close-talking and distant
microphones in the case of highway driving (e a). In the case of
close talking, voice activation can be seen, but in the case of distant
talking, we cannot discriminate speech from background noise in
terms of waveforms.

5.2. Baseline

Table 2 shows the average frame-level VAD accuracy for the base-
line method (Sohn’s method), Sohn’s method with noise reduction
by using minimum mean-square error short-time spectral amplitude
estimator (MMSE-STSA) [21], DNN, and DNN with an MMSE-
STSA. The DNNs’ results were much better than those of Sohn’s
method. Although noise reduction significantly improved the per-
formance using Sohn’s method, it did not improve the performance
when using the DNNs. As well as the DNN-based ASR, speech
distortions were more harmful than noise regarding the DNN-based
method [22].

5.3. NMF Activation

Table 2 also shows the results of our proposed method with NMF
activations as auxiliary features. There were two types of NMF ac-
tivation: activation of speech bases Us (speech activation) and ac-
tivation of all bases U including speech and noise (speech & noise
activation). Both auxiliary features improved VAD accuracy from
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Table 2. Average frame-level VAD accuracy [%]. Performance
of DNNs was compared with that of conventional Sohn’s method.
DNNs used FBANK features with NMF activations.

e a c a i a
Sohn baseline 52.08 63.34 63.23
Sohn baseline (w MMSE-STSA) 62.25 60.81 65.06
DNN baseline (*1) 77.76 86.03 91.62
DNN baseline (w MMSE-STSA) 77.78 85.38 90.96
*1 + speech activation 79.37 87.92 92.70
*1 + speech & noise activation 79.38 87.79 92.64

Table 3. Average frame-level VAD accuracy [%]. DNNs used
FBANK features with clean speech acoustic model (GMM/DNN)
outputs.

e a c a i a
DNN baseline (*1) 77.76 86.03 91.62
*1 + speech GMM 80.23 88.33 92.94
*1 + speech DNN 81.70 90.14 94.28

the DNN baseline, but noise activation did not improve the accuracy
further from that with speech-only activation. These comparisons
show the effectiveness of activations corresponding to the speech
bases.

5.4. Acoustic scores

Table 3 shows the results using acoustic scores output from acoustic
models (GMM/DNN) as auxiliary features. The results were better
than those using NMF activation in Section 5.3. In addition, the
auxiliary DNN acoustic model was more effective than the GMM
acoustic model.

Fig. 3 compares the log likelihood ratio by using Sohn’s method,
log Λ, with the output speech posterior probability of the DNN base-
line and out proposed DNN-based VAD with acoustic scores (cal-
culated from the DNN models) for the utterance in Fig. 2. Both
methods can detect at least a part of all utterances, but because the
likelihood ratio had a larger variance, VAD performance of Sohn’s
method heavily depended on threshold η. On the other hand, the
performance of the DNNs was better and it was easy to determine
the optimal thresholds because the output posterior probabilities of
the DNNs were stable. Our proposed method was more robust for
non-speech than DNN baseline.

5.5. Necessity of smoothing

Table 4 shows the results with smoothing of frame-level VAD results
across some contiguous frames. Smoothing significantly improved
the performance of the DNN-based method. Sohn’s method al-
ready used a smoothing-like method, namely HMM hangover, but
the DNNs did not use such an explicit method, except implicit
context expansion that used input features across some contiguous
frames. Smoothing was effective for VAD because the speech was
continuous.

Table 4. Average frame-level VAD accuracy [%] with smoothing.
e a c a i a

Sohn baseline 52.14 63.66 63.46
DNN baseline (*1) 80.91 89.02 94.03
*1 + speech activation 81.90 89.93 94.02
*1 + speech & noise activation 82.13 90.25 94.39
*1 + speech GMM 82.25 88.33 92.94
*1 + speech DNN 82.68 91.19 94.91
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Fig. 3. Log likelihood ratio of Sohn’s method, log Λ, and speech
posterior probability of DNN baseline and our proposed method.

Table 5. Word accuracy [%] of ASR for detected speech.
e a c a i a

Sohn baseline 18.37 40.79 44.70
DNN baseline (*1) 69.33 78.30 87.25
*1 + speech activation 72.70 78.87 87.37
*1 + speech & noise activation 73.00 79.15 87.06
*1 + speech GMM 73.75 80.57 88.35
*1 + speech DNN 72.70 80.28 89.03

5.6. Evaluation of ASR task

Table 5 shows the word accuracy for ASR experiments that were
performed by using acoustic models trained with the baseline scripts
attached to CENSREC-2. In this case, DNN-based VAD also out-
performed Sohn’s method. The proposed auxiliary features also im-
proved ASR performance. It is important to detect speech with high
accuracy because a lack of VAD directly leads to a drop in ASR
performance.

6. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed auxiliary features output from auxiliary speech
models in order to improve the performance of DNN-based VAD
by adapting models to the target environments. The results of VAD
experiments in noisy environments show that DNN-based VAD out-
performed one of the most effective conventional methods. Exper-
iments also show that auxiliary features that use NMF activations
and acoustic scores of ASR models improved VAD performance.
In addition, the proposed methods also improved the performance
of ASR. Future work includes consideration of the time structure
of acoustic features by using hidden-layer outputs of recurrent net-
works as an auxiliary feature.
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